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In 2013, Grand Central Terminal in New 
York City marked 100 years as the 
nation’s “cathedral of trains.” Better yet, 
O gauge trains were part of the celebra-

tion thanks to a display layout built by my 
company, TW Design/TrainWorx.

My involvement began in August 2006. 
Jerry Calabrese, Lionel’s chief executive 
officer, invited me to a meeting at Grand 
Central Terminal (GCT) to discuss the 
creation of a holiday train display for the 
New York Transit Museum Gallery Annex 
& Store, which is located just off GCT’s 
grand concourse. 

The 7½ x 31½-foot layout we built fea-
tured an O gauge “Trains around the 
Christmas Tree” scene that welcomed visi-
tors to the Lionel-sponsored layout. As 
viewers moved around the layout, they 
were greeted by scenes of the Midtown 
skyline, including models of the Empire 
State Building and Grand Central Termi-
nal, followed by suburban and rural 
scenes, and finally a whimsical North Pole 
and Santa’s Christmas Village. 

With its mix of seasonal trimmings and 
action (provided by 10 trains running 12 
hours a day from mid-November to mid-
January), the display was the museum’s 
holiday gift to the city and an annual visit 
became a family tradition for many New 
Yorkers. More than one million people vis-
iting the layout in its first seven years. 

With 2013 marking the 100th anniver-
sary of Grand Central Terminal, Robert 
Del Bango, the museum’s creative director, 
asked Lionel and TW TrainWorx to reno-
vate the display to focus on the centennial 
– and a new chapter in the story of GCT’s 
holiday layout was about to be written.

Rethinking and rebuilding
After sketching out some ideas, we 

decided to keep the holiday theme, but 

Building Grand Central’s
train layout

THE MAN BEHIND THE BIG APPLE’S O GAUGE HOLIDAY DISPLAY TELLS HOW IT WAS DONE

Story and photos by 
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For New Yorkers and travelers to the Big Apple, the Lionel Grand Central 
Terminal Holiday Layout has become a much-loved part of the Christmas 
season. The layout’s builder, Roger Farkash, shares the story of its construction. 

with less emphasis than on the original. 
We started revisions to the layout in 

our Dallas shop in summer 2012. We 
removed the Christmas tree and installed a 
model of Grand Central Terminal front 
and center, making the famous structure 
the showpiece of the display. Rather than 
reusing the model created during the 
eight-week construction of the original 
display, we replaced it with one of the 
Grand Central Terminal O gauge models 
my company created for Lionel in 2009.

The “traingineers” at TrainWorx gave 
added prominence to the structure by 
building a model of the Park Avenue taxi 
cab circumference drive and the approach 
to the Pershing Square Bridge, as well as 
the lower 42nd Street level concourse of 
the main structure. 

With the further decision to model the 
terminal’s subterranean passenger plat-
forms we created the perfect showcase for 
engines and passenger cars of the many 
historic trains that passed through the ter-
minal during its first 100 years. As a final 
touch, we added a Metropolitan Transit 
Authority work train traversing the bal-
loon loop below the building.

To more accurately reflect the visual 
orientation of the real terminal to the rest 
of Midtown Manhattan, we built a model 
of the Metropolitan Life Building and 
placed it behind the terminal, adding an 
immediately recognizable and iconic 
backdrop structure. While we were at it, 
we also refreshed the existing buildings 
with new paint and a little more weather-
ing, relocated a few buildings, and retired 

Grand Central Terminal’s O gauge layout hosts a dozen O gauge trains running on more 
than 420 feet of track. The seasonal display opens to the public in mid-November.
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a couple less-recognizable structures.  
In the style of the original layout, which 

had numerous loops of track whose pur-
pose was to visually carry the viewers 
from the front of the railroad to the back 
of the museum gallery, the perimeter main 
loop of track was retained and its trains 
now deliver passengers to an Adirondack 
fishing lodge, complete with a mountain 
waterfall and trout-filled pool. The lodge 
replaced Santa’s North Pole at the end of 
the layout. The original window into the 
underside of North Pole Mountain and 
Santa’s Mine train was sealed up and the 
surface re-carved to enhance the moun-
tain range background.  

At the same time, a completely new 
design was created for the elevated loop 
trestles and girders, arranged in such a 
way that trains disappear into the Adiron-
dack Mountains on a reverse loop, emerge 
to traverse the nearly 32-foot length of the 
table, circle around Grand Central Termi-
nal, and return to the Uptown Station 
located at the center of the layout, for a 
total run of 80 feet. With the addition of 
the short platform tracks below the new 
GCT model, the layout now hosts 12 trains 
running on more than 420 feet of track. 

From Lone Star State to Big Apple
We built the display in the TW Train-

Worx studios in Dallas in late summer and 
early fall 2012 [see “Sneak peek” sidebar]. 
Once it was completed, we promptly took 
it apart and packed the layout into its six 
custom-made castered crates, which 
exactly fill a 24-foot-long box truck from 
front to back and side to side.

The crew from TrainWorx – George 
Watson, Paul Seabridge, Bill Wander, and 
myself – installed the display in eight 
hours on November 9, 2012. We had help 
from Tom Nuzzo, Lionel events manager, 
who delivered all of the newest locomo-
tives and rolling stock for the display 
including Lionel’s other contribution to 
Grand Central’s Centennial: the no. 30195 
Grand Central Express Passenger Set, 
which premiered at the Museum Store. 

Tom and the Lionel crew made sure the 
trains were up and running for the grand 
opening of the display and kept them run-
ning throughout the extended run. 
Extended, that is, because of massive 
crowds – unlike any the Transit Museum 
had experienced before. The layout, which 
was traditionally dismantled in mid-Janu-
ary, remained in place until mid-February 
2013 and became one of the attractions 

during GCT’s official 100th Anniversary 
celebration on February 1, 2013.  

The museum’s Rob Del Bagno said folks 
would line up in the mornings before the 
museum opened and at times the waiting 
line to view the layout stretch 200 feet 
along the concourse hallway. It was clear 
that the public was eager to see the 
enhanced layout – and often see it more 
than once. 

It is an impressive multi-layered toy 
train experience, but the best part is the 
delight on the faces of kids as they point 
out the subways they have discovered 
under the downtown section of the layout. 
Their reactions bring smiles to the faces of 
the most hardened Scrooges. 

This year the museum plans to open 
the layout on November 16, and will likely 
keep it operating into February 2014. 
Admission is free – and a visit to the lay-
out is a toy train experience you’ll want to 
share with family and friends. 

As visitors move along the 32-foot length of the table, they are taken on a magical 
journey from Midtown Manhattan to this Adirondack fishing lodge, complete with a 
mountain waterfall and trout-filled pool. 

The layout takes shape in the Dallas studios of TW TrainWorx. When completed it will 
make the journey to the Big Apple safely contained inside six custom-built cases that 
exactly fill the interior of a 24-foot-long box truck.

After seven seasons and more than 1 million visitors, the layout was extensively rebuilt 
in 2012 and became one of the star attractions of Grand Central Terminal’s 100th 
anniversary celebration in Febraury 2013. The layout will return this holiday season.

With sweeping vistas and plenty of train action, the seasonal train display at the New 
York Transit Museum Gallery Annex & Store in Grand Central Terminal is a “must-see.” An 
annual visit has become a tradition for many residents and visitors to New York City. 

Work on the enhanced Lionel 
Grand Central Terminal Holiday Lay-
out took place in the TW TrainWorx 
studio in Dallas during late summer 
and fall 2012, and the project 
inspired our first TrainWorx Layout 
Festival. With the GCT display and a 
number of private layouts under 
construction, we decided to open 
our workshop doors and invite fel-
low train enthusiasts to take a look 
at the layouts we were building. 
Additional calls to clients paved the 
way for a special appearance of the 
BNSF Railway corporate layout 
(“Building BNSF’s layout,” October 
2012 Classic Toy Trains). That O 
gauge railroad had been previously 
viewed only at the annual Berkshire 
Hathaway shareholders meeting in 
Omaha, Neb. 

From the unanimously positive 
comments we received, we knew 
the new Grand Central Terminal lay-
out was a winner long before it trav-
eled to New York City. – R.F.

SNEAK PEEK

Details regarding the dates and hours of 
operation can be found at the museum’s  
website www.mta.info/mta/museum
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